
About this packet
The reading passage in this packet all ows students to work on 
comprehension skills after reading the passage several times 

searching for evidence. 

overview
The Case Read the case aloud to you students so they 

understand the mission. 

Questions There are 18 questions to be answered by 
reading the passage and marking the text 
evidence.

Clues After answering each question, the students 
will CROSS-OFF thei r answer choice on thei r 
answer sheet. After all questions have been 
answered, the suspect, evidence, and location 
will be revealed.
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Grade level Range

4 Middle

4 end

5 beginning

5 middle

5 end

6 Beginning

6 Middle

6 End

7 Beginning



The Ancient Greeks believed in a system of gods and goddesses who 

were immortal, or li ved forever, and watched over their daily li ves. These 

gods and goddesses (deities) were guides, friends, and influential figures 

in the li ves of the Ancient Greeks. There were 12 of these gods, called the 

Olympians, who li ved on Mount Olympus. Two of the most important 

figures in Ancient Greek mythology are Zeus, the king of the Olympic 

gods, and his wi fe, Hera.

Zeus was the youngest of six siblings and his parents Cronus and 

Rhea were the king and queen of the Titans (elder gods). His oldest 

brother Hades ruled the Underworld. His other brother Poseidon was the 

god of the sea. He had three sisters including Hestia, Demeter, and Hera.

Before Zeus or his siblings were born, Cronus heard a prophecy 

(prediction) that one of his children would overthrow him and become king. 

Since Cronus was immortal and couldn’t die, he wanted to remain king 

forever. He devised a plan to keep the power for himsel f. 

In order to stop any of his children from overthrowing him, Cronus 

decided to swallow his children as they were born. Since Cronus and Rhea 

were immortal, their children were also immortal, so when they were 

swallowed by Cronus, they just li ved inside of him. 

When Zeus, baby number six was born, Rhea decided to hide him 

from Cronus so he wouldn’t be swallowed. Rhea gave Cronus a rock to 

swallow instead. Zeus grew up away from his parents in a cave on the 

Cretan Mount Ida and was raised by nymphs and a goat named Amalthea. 

When Zeus was old enough, he went to Cronus’ court and poisoned 

Cronus’ drink which forced him to throw up all fi ve of his brothers and 

sisters. Zeus hurried his siblings away from Cronus to prepare them to 

overthrow their father. 

Working together, Zeus and his siblings fought Cronus and his

Zeus and hera
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Name:



How many sisters 
did Zeus have?
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9

5

3

7

Who was the wi fe 
of Cronus? 

____ was the god 
of craftsmanship 
and metalwork? 

What were the 
elder gods known 
as?

Rhea

Titans 

Hera

Athena

Apollo

Olympians

Pharaohs

Ares Eris

Hephaestus 

Hades

Hercules



Zeus carried a 
power ful shield 
called the ____. 
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How long did the 
Titanomachy last?

What is another 
word for gods and 
goddesses?

What did Cronus 
swallow instead of 
Zeus?

Titanomachy

Pegasus

Trident

Aegis

2 years

4 years

7 years

10 years

Frog

Rock 

Cloud

Lion

Aegis

Deities

Titanomachy

Trident3

3
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Cross off the images you use as an answer. What remains will solve the case!

Name:



You solved 
the case!
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You solved 
the case!

Lead Detective Name:

____________________________________

Lead Detective Name:

____________________________________

Congratulations

Congratulations
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